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NOTES ON QUADRUPOLE FOCUSING 

Edwin M. McMillan 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley~ California 

February 9~ 1956 

A. General Considerations 

UCRL~3332 

1. Consider two planes perpendicular to the axis of the system~ with 

coordinates x and y in these planes lying along the principal directions of 

the quadrupoles" Let x 1 and x 1 ' be the x displacement and slope of an orbit 

at the first plane~ while xz and xz' are the corresponding quantities at the 

second plane. Then the most general linear relations between these quantities 

are 

This pair of equations can be represented by the matrix (: ~). 
Z" In aU matrices encountered in this application9 the dete1·minant 

a.d - be = L This fact can be used either to simplify the calculations~ or 

as a c_heck on calculations made without specifically using this fact. 

3. If the orbit goes in succession through two regions for which the 

matrices a.re known~ the matrix for the whole system is the product of the 

individual ma.t-!d.ces. The matrix for the region traversed first appears at 

the right in th~ product. 

4o If all elements of a region with matrix (at, b 9 Co d) are phyeically 

inverted along the axis~ as if by reflection in a plane midway between the 

planes described in (A. 1), the matrix representing the new situation is: 

{ d b) , A-corollary of this is that if a region has a plane of symmetry. 
,c a --
then a:..; do 



-3·· 

5, If a region '11<-ith matrix (a, bv Cn d) is followed by the snrne ragio•:. 

inverted as in (A. 4) 9 the resultant matrix is 

(

ad+ be 

Zac 

Zdb \ 

ad+ be } 

(Note that ad+ be = Zad - 1 = 2 be + 1.) 

6. Matrices for the y direction are obtained from those ·for the x dir~ction. 

by simply changing the sign of the magnetic field gradient throughout~ 

7" Significance of vanishing matrix elements: From the equ.aticns in 

(A. l)p it is apparent that if the coefficient a = 0 9 parallel rays incident at 

the left are focused to a point at the second plane; if d :: 0~ a point source 

at the first plane gives a parallel beam at the right; i£ b = 0~ a point source 

at the first plane gives a point focus at the second; if c = 0 9 an incident 

parallel beam gives an emergent parallel beam. 

B. Analogy with Geometrical Optics 

8. The matrb: for a field-free region of length L is 

( ~ ~ ). 
9. The matrix foa· a thin lens of focal length f is 

!0. Make the following combination: Field-free 'region of length L 1n 

followed by region of matrix (a b c d) 9 followed by field~free region of length 

L
2

• The resulting m~trix ia 



If this combin~tion is to give a. point-to-point focusQ then a.ccordin.g to (.&:.""it 

the upper right element must vanish. Using (A. Z)9 we can write this condiHot'l 

in the Eorm 

z 
(L1 + d/c) (L2 +a/c) ~ 1/c • 

A plot of L 1 a.gainst Lz is thus a hype!rbole. This can also be written 

1 + 1 
""I:"i + (d - 1)/c 

which has the form of the standard lens formula.~ if -1/c is taken for th~a 

focal length and (d - 1)/cv (a - 1)/c are taken for the distances of the 

principal planes inward from the ends of the lens. Note that if the coefficientc 

a9 b, Ce d given for the thin lens in (B. 9) are substituted into thisD it gives 

If L 1 and Lz satisfy the conditions given abovep the .linear magnification is 

equal to the upper left element in the matrixg a + cL
2

• Th~ ratio of angular 

spreads is the reciprocal of this. These are negative if the image is inverted. 

11. If L 1 = Lz = L in the above9 

L = - ! ~ ~ + ~~) z +·~ 
linear magnification = .. i d_ - vft z d t + 1 • 

(The general solution h&s a a J: sign in h·ont of the square roots,o but since 

the + .sign is to be chosen in most practical casesp it is written this way to 

nvoid confusiono) 

C. Bnsic Quadrupoie Formulas 

llo Let p be the :radius of curvature of the particle in the field at a 

distance r from the a.xisQ and let I. be the length of the region considered. 
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Define 

f. 4>=·--
.jpr 
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Then the matrix for a focusing section is 

(

cos <!> 

-r sin cp 

l 
cp sin c!>) 

cos cp 

For a defocusing section, replace cp by i cp to get 

(

cosh cp 

f sinh~ 
~ sinh cp) 

cosh cp • 

13. A focusing section of strength cp 1 followed by a defocusing section 

of strength cpz• both having the same length J. p has the matrix 

• 

( 

cos ~~ cosh cl>z o :~ sin «1> 1 sinh cl>z 

} (- cJ~ 1 sincJ>1 cosh4>z ++z cos .p1 sinhcl>z) 

The corresponding matrht for the y-direction is derived from this by replacin~ 

cp by i +· This combination will be called a symmetrical doublet if cp 1 = $z. 
A useful approximation is obtained by letting cp1 : cp ( 1 + a.)Q q,2 ::: $ ( 1 - a.),) 

and expanding to o1·der cp2 the coefficients of terms of order a. Then9 for 

4 < < 1 and cp not too large. the above matrix is represented approximately 

by 

( 

cos c1> cosh 4>- sin 4> sinh cp- 4 q,2 a. 

I<- sin cj> cosh q, +cos cp sinh cp- 4 cpCl) 



This is 12xact if a. :::.: 0. A still further approJdrn;;.tion can he obtain:1d b:• 

expanding the functions in all terms. If this is carried out to two orderc. 

above the leading termo taking account of the fact that in the cases w~ 2-re 
4 

intel'ef't~d in 0'. is of order cP n we get 

(Note that in these approximate formulas the relation ad - be = 1 muot not 

be used to compute elements given to higher order than the otherso) 

14. A symmetrical triplet is produced by placing in series a doublet 

and a reversed doublet of equal strength. Using (A. 5) and the last form 

given in (C. l3)s we get 

1 

(!f- (- j ~z +} q, 4 - z o.) 

41) 
1 0 

The more accurate matrix (exact for a. = 0) appears in its simpl~st form ~;he•: 

functions of double angles are used: 

(\ cos Z ~cosh 2 ~- 1 6 ~Z a. 

~ {sinh Z 4l- sin Z ~cosh Z +- 8 cpa.) 

! (sinh Z cj> +sin Z $cosh Z cp 

z cos Z «jl cosh Z cp- 16 q, e 

These matrices apply to the case with the focusing section at the ends; 

the change ¢ ....., ~ cp takes one to the caas with the focusing section in the 

middleo 
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~ Appliceltions 

Tn t'.ll cases given belowQ it will be required that the foci coi!ld.d.e for 

x and y displacements. In practicer astigmatic arra.ng~ments ma~~ nr:Jme

times be wanted, but this is a good starting point for examining th~ propcrti~s 

of quadrupole lenses. Arrangements for producing a p~rallcl bc~rn end fer 

focusing between points at eqwd distances from the lens vJill be consid.erct: 

in some detailr, and comparisons made between the doublet and triplet lenstH:. 

The comparisons will presumably hold in more general cases where ~he focn!. 

distances are unequal. 

.!5. Production of parallel beam from a point source. Refer to the 

formulas in (B. 10) and note that a parallel beam on the right implies 

Lz = OOo This leads to 

With the source at the distance L 1 g the ratio of the width of the outeoing 

beam to the angular spread of the incident beam is -1/c. If the sourc<! is 

displaced laterally by a. unit distance,, the outgoing beam is defleic~ed by an 

angle c. This displacement ha.s a further effect, since the principal plano~ 

are not necessarily at the ends of the lens section; this is a. lateral dieplac:!m:;:: 

of the central ray (the ray passing through the cen.ter of the lens entrance) by 

an amount a - 1/d at the lens exito 

16. Us~! of symmetrical triplets for parallel beam from..!:. p2_i~t source~ 

Stnrt with the approximate matrix given in (C. 14)r and set up the condition that 

d/ c is Lmcha.ng2d when cp is changed to i cp. This leads to the requirement 

Wi.t:1 thic requirement satisfied9 the matrix is very simple9 and is the sa:.me for 

!loth x and y directions: 

4 t) 
1 • 



-· -·-~ _._{ ....; -.... 

,t. 
The l~"Lg~h L

1 
is aqual 31./1 ~·'. n.nd the coeffici.~nt -l/c fo·.· ::o:.:r.;.~..:.i~~~ '::~ 

ratios o£ deflections and angles :.tas fo.e sl:.me value. 

Eo·:, ~ood 2-n approxim<lt5.on is this 't We can compare- v:ith +- -L '!..: a:,. · 

cub.1.tions made using the second form given in {Co 13). At 'P :.: 0 .3 : ;'.dic.~:1. 

agr~cnH•nt is within the accuracy of n 6~inch slide rule; at $ ::-. 0,;. ... -u.tl~.: 1., 

the cepp1·o:drnation g~ves a. ;: OoOZZe L
1 

:;;: 5.8 I. o while the better c~l;.;t.l1;c.:.t2ot:c 

gives G.= OoOl6 9 L
1 

:::= 4o3 I. The coefficient ~·l/c is equnl to '1 .~"1 ~oft, 5 ~ ' . 
a ~ 1/o. is eql.lUl to -1.1 nnd 0.6[; for the cases wi.th the focuainp r:•-:;: jon. ln f·~: ·: 

end and. the middle 9 respectively" If cp = Tr/4r the approximi'.t:im:. i~ !"::O.tJ: :::: ·~- • · 

an exact calculation shows tha.t the foci coinc:id~ at the cdgo of tlte 1.:..ns b, .. 

a = Og with .. 1/c equal to Z.8 J. and 1,3 l, 

17. Use of doublets fo1· parallel beam from a fOint SOlll"C<:" ~hi'ZlC ':lr~ 

last form in (C. 13)v we find '=hat the condition for coincidiniJ foci ia :<lgt:.i::l t~,. -_; 

4 a. = q, /6. The matrix is then 

The length L 1 = 3 1./Z q,4 , The coefficients ~1/c differ for tha :: !:.nt~ y 

directiona 9 but their product is equal to L 1l to the order for -::Jhicil ~his 
calculation is goodo 

A better calculation for ¢;;: 0.6 radian gives better agroc.::m.ent th~n 

with the triplet; L 1 comes out to be 3% below the approximnte vuiu~·\1 '!:h:..b 

~he coefficie~ts ~1/c are both correct to within 4%. At 4> =- '17/t:: t.h'! 

approximate value is still rather good; the correct values are gi·.r(!n bdow 

ld',o·:Jcd by th~ approximate ones in parentheses: 

:or ca.rv!s with the focusing section in the ~ud.s and in the midclie" rospoc:d.v ~1!•, 

18. Focuain~ bc:tween points at ~qual diatanc~s from ~ ayrn.~: ... 'l::.~; . .d,:::a~ 

-~--:J 1.2t, This situation can b':< i:hought of as two aqual doubl~ts b::.c;<.:: to b~ <::1·. 

:' ~:1 ::.::~,·.-hlg <'. )Oint sourc~ 'll:.tsi:h t:.nd C'. ;lc.rtlJJ.cl bc~u:.n t:\~. the ;oint '~[ ::o~i;:·,c 1:. 



Thercfmre the results of (D. 17) can be used directly in this cane. Th'~ Hn,2t•r 

mtl.gnH; cation = -1. 

19 Focusing between points at equal distances from n symmetdcal 

doublet. Symmetry considerations show that a. should be zero in this casco 

and that the foci will a.u.toma.tically coincide for the lt and y displacements .. 

To find the focal distanceD use (B. 11) and the first form in ( c, 13)9 giving 

I. 
.L= T 

or approximately L = 31./4>
4

" To this approximationQ the linear magnification 

is -U + .pz) when the focusing section is toward the sourcf!v and -(1 - G>Z) 

when it is away from the source; the ratios of angular spreads a.z:e the re

ciprocals of these" 

ZO. Aniular a.pertureo This is the angle of a ray from the source that 

just touches the boundary of the usable region in the magnetic field. Let the 

radius of this boundary be r; then the angular aperture for a source distance 

L 1 can be wr.itten as (r /L
1

) times some function of cp. In all the cases 

discussed s.bove~ the product of the two functions of cp for the x andy direction,, 

is equ.d to 1 ... 4>Z in an approximation good to this order in cp. More exact 

values c~.n be computed without too much trouble~ and some numerical examples 

will be given latera 

ZL Comparison of triplet and doublet. Collecting formulas given 

earliere to the simplest approximation0 we have the following: 

Product of x and y angular apertureso 



,., 

The numerical coefficient- is k = 3/4 for production of~. parallel beum by 

e tripl~t:., 3/Z for the same case with a d.oublet,, and twice these values for 

the cnLt.. of point-to-point focusing at equal distances by a triplet ~.n~..~ doubbtp 

respectivelyo The comparison of doublet to triplet can now be made under 

several sets of assumed circumstanceso The ratios of quantities in the doublet 

and triplet arrangements do not depend on whether one is considering point

to-parallel or point-to-point focusing~ to this approximation. 

(a) Same total length and diameter of quadrupole magnet~ same focal 

distance. Let the product of the angular apertures = A. Then 

1! doubld 
p triplet 

A doublet 
A triplet 

Thus the triplet takes twice as great a magnetic field as the doubletn while the 

doublet has a smaller aperture" In case ~t is large enough that the aperture 

difference is important~ and if the available field is great enough to achieve the 

triplet casea the triplet is better; however~ the latter may not prevail in 

practice. 

(b) Same diameter and field strength of magnet!> same focal distance. 

total length of doublet - (1/4)1/3 p !td - zl/3 9 

totanenght of triplet .., 

Again the triplet gives a. larger aperture 0 but the triplet requires a magnet 

1.59 times as long as the doublet. 

(c) Same diameter v total length~ and field strength of magneto 

A 
.::.& 

. .. 

$ 
1/A d ·-"1l 

·u~ r. &..,. 

..... , l '=., 

'f 

t 
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'!'he io,\blet he.s a. l2.rg21' aperture than th~ tripbt by a fuctor of J.[J :~!--.!v .>., 

is sr_"!!.l..~ l~ howeve:r.n if q,t becomes too large;. the triplflt will cve~:t~'.eHy hr.v-:: 

thE: lar i1er aperture. The formula given here makes the aperture? a 1qut.l ct 

cpt = 0.49 radian~ cj>d = 0.98 radianQ but the a.pp1co1timations us·~d become 

rather bad for such large values of cp. 
Zl, Better calculation for (D. Zlc)., Let M = total length of rn.a3\1et., A 

few values computed using the second form in (Co 13) and exa.ct formulas for 

the orbit amplitudes are: 

M I .t l. 
cpd 

I Ja-l~ 
(~At I ~~-I .. 

y- Ad Ld/A:J ..,rrp 
ll" 

L57 w/8 'lf/4 15.3 4:.Z Oo00361 0.03Z 8.1 

3.14 tr/4 tr/1. Oo92 0.3Z 0.50 l.OZ ~.0~ 

4.70 3-u/8 3v/4 o. 133 O,OOZ 7.0 2.9 OAl 

" - -
This shows that the doublet has a larger aperture than the triplet at ler-.st up to 

+t ~ Oc'l9v cpd ::.: 1.57 ~ in the case where both dotJ.blet and triplet ~ave the same 

total length and the same field sti·ength. For larger values of q, the focd 

point comes uncomfortably close to the magnet for some uses" 

The conclusion is that in many a.pplh:ations (particularly where c:1quality 

of the x and y magnifications is not iiT!portant) the doublet will do n bett~r 

job than the triplet arrangemento 

Z3, Effect of Gaps. Gaps between focusing and defoc•.1sing sections tencl. 

to increase the strength of quadrupole arrangements. As an illuatrction9 

consider the case of a symmetrical doublet with a field-free gap of length 

G between the two sections. The matrb: elements (for the ease with the 

focusing section at the left) are: 

a = cos cf» cosh $ - sin q, sinh .p -¥ sin «!> cosh cp~ 

b ::. l (sin <P cosh<!> i- cos cj> sinh cp + lfL ,;os $ cosh cp)D 

c :; ! ( ~' sin 4> cosh ~ + cos ~ sinh «!> = ~¢' sin ~ sinh 4>)o 

d ::.: cos 4> cosh cjl 7 sin q, sinh ~ + !:}- cos ' sinh cp • 

./ 
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I; n.·•merica.l czlculatbn -..~dth $ ~ u/1.!. G ~ ~f!./:; := G.6 _ CL': cf pcin::-

to-poiut focus~ gives the following 1·~H1lt: '!'he focal din::~nr.:~ .1 .... ~~ ;.~ ') 3 cf 

tha.t for the corresponding case with G = 00 whit'~ tha: ~pcrttuo L. it inc·rcc.-c:~l1 

'.ly e:. £2.ctor of 3o6 • 




